
 

Coffee Brief 
Date: June 17, 2022 
 

Preparedness Levels & Alaska Fire Activity 

 

There are currently 16 staffed fires with 544 personnel. Yesterday’s large fire growth was 53,026 acres. 

Sources: National and AICC Situation Report 
 

Resources 

 



AVIATION: 13 SMJ’s available ~ 71 SMJ’s committed. 

CREWS: Nothing in addition to table. 

MISCELLANEOUS:    

AK IMT2 Black Team is currently in command of the Lime Complex. 
AK IMT2 Green Team is currently in command of the East Fork incident. 
 
Source: IROC Reports 
 

Weather Summary 

Thunderstorms will be a concern over Alaska for the next several days.  There is enough moisture in place to ensure that the majority of 
these storms will be wet.  Today's convection will be centered over South Central Alaska, the Copper River Basin, and the Interior, 
especially the central and eastern Interior.  Isolated wet thunder is also possible over the Southeast Panhandle today.  Thunder will 
redevelop again Friday and Saturday, with the focus of most concentrated activity moving into the northern Interior, thus leaving South 
Central and the Panhandle with no chance of lightning after today. 

The overall wind pattern is not particularly strong today.  By Friday and into the weekend, winds over the southern Interior will become 
weak out of the south.  History has shown this arrangement is a classic scenario for gusty winds in the Alaska Range passes, but in the 
particular case the pressure pattern is still very weak, so significant winds through the mountain passes are not expected. 

Temperatures will remain roughly around normal through the period, with no significantly hot temperatures on the horizon. 

 
Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook 
 

Fuels/Fire Potential 
 

The sub-surface fuels across Alaska are now drying and warming to the point of impacting wildfire behavior.  After several weeks when 
the driest fuels were concentrated over southwest Alaska, the current weather pattern favors additional drying to be most effective over 
the northeastern Interior.  For mid-June, a ripening of the fuels over the upper reaches of the Yukon River is very typical. 

The wind pattern will not be particularly strong for the next few days, so keep in mind that values of the Initial Spread Index today are 
not as high as they would be if the wind were stronger.  Values of the Build-Up Index indicate that the ground is becoming ever more 
receptive to a new start triggered by lightning, and lightning is in the forecast each afternoon and evening for the next several days. 

Cooler temperatures and areas of precipitation will moderate the state of the fuels over southwest Alaska where there has been so 
much wildfire activity in recent weeks. 



 
 
Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook 

 

Fuels Status Alaska Fire and Fuels Map 
 

 

 

https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6337,-14900,4/g1/mc/vtemp/sAK/n/zt
https://fire.ak.blm.gov/predsvcs/fuelfire.php


 



Click on the following images for direct links to the maps. 

                                                           FFMC                                                   DMC                                                    DC 

     

For additional fuels information visit https://akff.mesowest.org/ 

Sources: AICC Predictive Services – Fuels/Fire Danger web page, Alaska Fire & Fuels web page 
 

Prioritized Incident Details 

This information will be available after the next AMAC meeting. 

Source: AMAC Incident Prioritization List, ICS-209s 
 

The Coffee Brief is posted at PLs 4 and 5 only. 

 

https://akff.mesowest.org/
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6503,-16198,5/g1/mc/vffmc/sAK/n2/zt
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6503,-16198,5/g1/mc/vdmc/sAK/n2/zt
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6503,-16198,5/g1/mc/vdc/sAK/n2/zt
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